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SHABBAT SHALOM.  Today is 4 Shevat 5778.  We 
say Kiddush Levanah tonight after Ma’ariv, moon-
willing. 
 

Mazel Tov to Ayden Avraham Frank upon today’s 
celebration of his Bar Mitzvah. Mazel Tov to Ayden’s 
parents Jamie & Menashe Frank, and to the entire 
family. 
 

TORAH DIALOGUE  
 (p. 248 Hz) (p. 377 S) (p. 245 Hi) (p. 340 AS) 

BO    

Exodus 10:1 
[Compiled by Rabbi Edward Davis (RED) 
Young Israel of Hollywood-Ft. Lauderdale] 

 
1. When Moshe was retrieving the bones of Yosef, Bnei 
Yisrael were getting gold and silver utensils from the 
Egyptians. Rashi commented that this was at the specific 
request of Hashem: Hashem said “please.” This was 
necessary, according to Rashi, to enable Hashem to fulfill 
His promise to Avraham, that his descendants will leave the 
place of slavery with abundant wealth. Commentators write 
about the need for Hashem to say please. One reason is to 
understand the mindset of Bnei Yisrael. Consider being a 
slave, and Hashem says in a year I will take you out of Egypt 
with great wealth.  But first, the Ten Plagues! Bnei Yisrael, 
after experiencing severe oppression would say: Forget the 
Ten Plagues and the great wealth; let us leave right now. 
Who needs the Ten Plagues and great wealth, if we can 
have immediate Freedom! No wonder Hashem says please. 
The Targum (and the Radak) interpret the word in Hebrew 
not as please, but as NOW. This eliminates the question 
entirely and makes perfect sense in the context of the story. 
(RED) 
 
2.  The Torah gives Bnei Yisrael its first Mitzvah as a 
nation: to declare Rosh Chodesh and establish Nissan as 
the first month of the year. We count seven days of the 
week, recognizing the Week of Creation. But Rosh 
HaShanah is the beginning of the year! The first Mishnah in 
the tractate Rosh HaShanah establishes four Rosh 
HaShanahs of the year, but clearly the most important are 
Tishrei and Nissan. Tishrei corresponds to the Creation of 
the World; and Nissan corresponds to the Exodus from 
Egypt. The Ramban adds that we adopted the Babylonian 
names for the months to mark the redemption of the Jewish 
people after the Babylonian Exile. The Jewish calendar is 
basically a lunar calendar, with Rosh Chodesh coming with 
the siting of the new moon. But we have a solar component 
because Pesach must be in the spring. Hence we have a 
leap year by adding an additional Adar seven times in a 
nineteen year cycle. So we end up with a lunar calendar with 
a solar addendum. It is complicated, but we are used to it. 
(RED) 
 
3. The Plague of the Firstborn included the firstborn of the 
maidservant (11:5), for Rashi explains that even they 
rejoiced in the suffering of the Jews. All the punishment and 
the suffering of the Jewish people have been recorded in 
Jewish history and have been theologically explained to be 
the result of Jewish disobedience of God’s laws. Many Jews 

thought the answer might be in our striving for equal rights 
in all countries. The Holocaust shattered such illusions. 
Germany was the most cultured of European nations when 
it succumbed to the influence of the Nazis. During the same 
period of our history, there was the rise of Socialism and 
Communism which attracted young Jews. They sought to 
be loved by their “comrades,” the workers of the world. The 
noble socialists joined Hitler’s troops in murdering Jews. 
(The only non-Jews willing to risk their lives and save Jews 
were those possessing religious faith.) Even in the Siberian 
Steppes, exiled Jewish socialists faced anti-Semitism from 
their non-Jewish “comrades.” Remarkably, this same scene 
was played out in ancient times. Egyptians treated non-
Jews with cruelty, and yet these suffering slaves turned 
against their Jewish comrades. Eternal hatred was the order 
for the eternal people. Hatred for the Jews was the order of 
the day in the time of the Plagues in Egypt. (Oznaim 
LaTorah) 
 
4. There is a Minhag among some Chassidim who 
abstain from Gebrochtz during Pesach, but eat Gebrochtz 
on the last day of the holiday as a show of unity with Am 
Yisrael. This displays an awareness that those who eat 
Gebrochtz are not eating Chametz, God forbid. Gebrochtz 
is entirely permissible and while the Chassidim are 
stringent, they do not claim others are wrong or treif. (RED, 
as recorded in the book Ach Sameach, compiled by 
Menashe Frank, reprinted here without the author’s 
permission. Hah!) 
 

 
HAFTORAH 
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JEREMIAH     

 
 The prophet Jeremiah predicts that the Egyptians will 
suffer greatly at the hands of the Babylonians; this 
punishment is divinely ordained.  As Mt. Tabor stands 
among the mountains, as Mt. Carmel rises from the sea, so 
will this prophecy be true (v.18 according to Rashi). Mounts 
Tabor and Carmel are important landmarks for those in the 
area.  The Midrash says that both were defiled by the 
idolatry that ancient inhabitants had placed atop these 
mountains.  Had it not been for these idolatrous acts, both 
would have been worthy of being the site for the Revelation 
of God.  The application of this message to Egypt is that just 
as these two places had become disqualified and 
contaminated so had Egypt become defiled by the acts of 
idolatry and immorality performed there.  Because Mts. 
Tabor and Carmel had been considered for the giving of the 
Torah, they were relocated in Eretz Yisrael.  The Talmud 
(Megillah 29a) uses this thought to base its statement that 
so too will the Yeshivas and synagogues of Babylonia be 
transplanted into Israel. 
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QUESTIONS FOR PARSHAT BO 5778 
by Rabbi Edward Davis, Rabbi Emeritus 

 
 From the Text 

1. What more did Moshe want above what Pharaoh was agreeing to: to send the men to leave Egypt? (10:9) 
2. What is the first Mitzvah Hashem gave Bnei Yisrael as a nation just prior to the departure from Egypt? (Chapter 12) 
3. On which date on the Jewish calendar is the Pesach sacrifice slaughtered? (12:6) 
4. In what Mitzvah was an uncircumcised Jew not able to participate? (12:48) 
5. What is the only non-Kosher animal in the Torah with a firstborn status? (13:13) 
From Rashi 

6. “...there was never a locust-swarm like it and after it, there never be its equal .” (10:14) In whose time was there a worse plague 
of locust? And how can you explain this statement? 

7. What 2 purposes was there for the Plague of Darkness? (10:22) 
8. Why was it necessary for Bnei Yisrael to request gold and silver from the Egyptians upon their departure from Egypt? (11:2) 
9. Why do we eat Marror at the Seder? (12:8) 
10. Why did the Plague of the Firstborn include the captive who was in the dungeon? (12:29) 
From the Rabbis 

11. Which 2 sons of the Seder are represented in the Parshah? (12:16 and 13:14) 
12. During the Plague of the Firstborn, Pharaoh wanted the Jews to leave immediately. Why didn’t they go right away in the middle 

of the night? (Ramban) 
13. How do we know that Tephillin are worn on the weaker arm? (Menachot 37a based on 13:16) 
Haftorah : Jeremiah 

14. Babylon will destroy Egypt, but will conquer Israel as well. What Berachah is reserved for Israel? 
 

 Relationships 
   a) Moshe - Chovav 
   b) Eliezer – Elazar 
   c) Aharon – Pinchas  
   d) Sered – Dinah  
   e) Ephraim – Orde 

 
  

     
ANSWERS FOR PARSHAT BO 5778 

 

1. “With our young and our elders shall we go; with our flocks and with our cattle...” 
2.  Rosh  Chodesh 
3.  14 Nissan 
4.  The Pesach sacrifice 
5.  The donkey 
6.  In the time of the prophet Yoel, there was a worse plague  of locust, but it included 4 different species of locust. 
7.  There were evil Jews who refused to leave Egypt. The darkness gave Hashem the opportunity to kill these Jews without the Egyptians 
knowing. Secondly the darkness gave Bnei Yisrael the opportunity to see where the gold and silver was kept in the Egyptian homes. 
8.  To fulfill Hashem’s promise to Avraham that the Jews will exit from slavery with great wealth. 
9.  In memory of “They (the Egyptians) embittered their (the Jewish) lives.” 
10.  Rashi gives 2 answers: They were happy over the plight of the Jews and also to make sure they didn’t claim that they (and their 
gods) had caused the plague. 
11.  The Rasha (evil son) and the Tam (the simpleton). 
12.  “Are we thieves that we should depart at night? We will leave with an upraised arm (i.e. proudly) in full view of Egypt.” 
13.  The Torah states that we should place Tephillin on your arm. The spelling of “your arm” is lengthened with a kaf and a heh at  the 
end alluding to the word “Kaf, Heh, Heh” - weak, as in the weaker arm. 
14.  Israel will be defeated, but Israel will survive. 
 

Relationships: 
a) Father-in-law Chovav (Yitro) 
b) First Cousins 
c) Grandfather Aharon 
d) Aunt Dinah (Sered is Zevulun’s son) 
e) First Cousins 
 
 
 
 
 

 


